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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 19
DoubleTree Hotel in Greentree

Agenda:
6:45

Early Bird Class with Brian Snyder

7:00 – 8:00 Legal Minute with Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with Marty Schwartz
Properties For Sale – Members can present 1 property for sale to the group
Vendor Parade – get to see and meet all of the people who help us make
money as they introduce themselves before the break
8:00 – 9:00 Member Dave Resanovich on dealing with government agencies
Dave and he is a wealth of obscure information. He will be talking about
making money with little known government agencies. This will be an eyeopener for anyone who thinks that HUD is the only game in town.

Don’t forget to read all the way to the end, so you can see the Home Depot tool special !!!!!!!

Charity Food Drive
In the Spirit of Thanksgiving, we will be collecting donated non-perishable foods during our
November REIA Meeting for the Light of Life Ministries, Inc. They are a local food pantry that
helps to feed the needy.
If you don’t know of their work, Light of Life is a Christian organization, which has been serving
individuals since 1952. Tunch Ilkin, one of its board members, hosts a hunger walk, along with
Craig Wolfley each Fall to benefit Light of Life Ministries, Inc. Light of Life basically exists to
serve the local homeless & needy population. Services include recovery, transitional housing, &
counseling, to name a few. The goal of the program is to equip people to function as positive
members of the community. More can be learned by visiting the website: http://lightoflife.org
All items collected will be distributed through a local homeless shelter & food pantry to benefit
our neighbors in the Pittsburgh Community.
Suggested non-perishable food donations:
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Canned Goods: fruits, vegetables, soup, juice,
Dry Goods: pasta, noodles, cereal, rice
Personal Care Items: toothpaste, mouthwash, toothbrush, bar soap, shampoo,
Cleaning Agents: dish soap, laundry soap
Also acceptable are gift cards, in any amount, from local grocery stores
Cash donations will also be accepted

Your participation is needed and important in serving the local community.
An accounting of all donations will be given in the December REIA Newsletter
Thank you in advance for your participation in this meaningful charitable event.
Special Thanks to long time WPREIA Member Andy Kosmach, for spearheading this effort!!!

Kicking off WPREIA’s First Sub-Group: Commercial Property
First off, I have to say how amazed I am by the members of our club. I sent out an Evite about a
meeting for those interested in Commercial Property with only two days notice, and the
response was overwhelming. We had a group of highly motivated investors show up at a
Panera Bread in the South Hills on a Thursday night.
Those attending that night have formed into a Commercial Property sub-group that will be led
by WPREIA member Sean Burr. I am really excited about this group! A lot of great ideas were
shared and the meeting just sort of flowed. Now that this core sub-group has a starting
direction, I look forward to seeing all that is accomplished and to providing updates periodically
to the main group. Collectively we decided that 15 was the maximum number for this group.
So, although this group is now closed to more members, any member interested in joining
should email me and we will put you on the wait list. New members will be voted in by the
group as slots become available.
That being said, the success of this sub group really got me excited. Sub groups are a great way
for smaller groups of investors to meet in a less formal setting and focus on a specific area of
interest. I would LOVE to see some people step forward like Sean Burr did, and offer to form a
sub group. A few possibilities that come to mind are: a woman’s real estate investor group, a
House Monster group, an ACTS group, as well as a wholesalers group. Since I am writing this on
Veterans Day, it would warm my heart if someone wanted to start a Veterans group (as long as
that person wasn’t me). If you are interested in starting a sub group or of being a part of a new
sub group, then email me Pittsburghreia@aol.com. You don’t need any experience leading a
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group, all you need is a desire to learn and network with your fellow investors, and you need to
find a date and place to meet. It’s really that simple.

In Honor of All the Men and Women Who Protect This Country
Here is a great video from former Kiss front-man, Gene Simmons:
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=5MtdIO23MKM

Monthly Tech Tip for Real Estate Entrepreneurs:
3 Easy Steps to Systemize Online Real Estate Marketing
by: Nick Lloyd - President | Steel City Housing Solutions, LLC

Online marketing for real estate investors can be time-consuming and ineffective unless you
have a repeatable system in place. Use this easy 3-step process to get great results whether you
are marketing a house for sale or for rent.
First, set up a Postlets account at http://www.postlets.com. Postlets is a real estate marketing
website that is FREE, creates professional looking ads, AND posts your ads to other top real
estate websites (including Zillow and HotPads). Once your account is created, post your ad as
either For Rent or For Sale.
Second, create ads in Craigslist, Backpage, and eBay Classifieds. These are all free classifieds
sites where people look for real estate for sale or for rent. Make sure to use the map
functionality when it is available. You may want to link back to your Postlets ad within each of
these ads. NOTE: Craigslist just made a change in their policies that does not allow for Postlets
ad integration any longer. Click here for an article about the change, posted on BiggerPockets.
The cool things about Backpage is that you can pay a small fee to have your ad automatically repost to the top of their listings. What I like best about eBay Classifieds is that you can create a
very professional, free flyer that you can then post around town, or bring it to a REIA meeting
to pass out to potential buyers.
Third, post your ad on credible Facebook groups, LinkedIn groups, real estate investor forums
(http://pittsburghreia.com/forum/), and other online forums where buyers and renters may be
looking. Make a list of the forums and groups that best serve your particular market, then post
in those groups whenever you have a deal they want to know about.
This easy 3-step process should allow you to get great results in your real estate investing
career. You will need to tinker with it and test it as you go. Once your system is created, you can
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then outsource it to a virtual assistant, saving you time to use your talents on the moneymaking parts of your business.
Written by: Nick Lloyd | President | Steel City Housing Solutions, LLC
Email: steelcityhousing@gmail.com
Join my Buyer’s List: www.pittsburghwholesalehouses.com

I will also be posting these articles on my blog: www.nicklloydworld.com
Please send me suggestions and questions so that I can make this monthly write-up more
beneficial to all of the members of Pittsburgh REIA. Thank you!

What Commercial Real Estate Investors Should Know About Cap Rate
By David V. Tran
Cap rate or capitalization rate or just cap is the ratio of annual rental income of the property
over the purchase price. This number is often shown on commercial property listings. So you
must know this jargon, if you want to invest in commercial real estate. It’s commonly a number
between 3% to 10%.
For those who invest in the stock market, cap rate is the equivalence of the inverse of P/E ratio.
So a cap of 5% is equivalent to P/E ratio of 20. The main difference is in real estate the earning
is real, while it’s accounting earning in the stock market where earning can be reinstated years
down the road!
The higher the cap the higher rental income the property produces and thus the less money
you need for down payment. Experienced investors often look at the cap to screen out
properties with low rental income. Some investors prefer properties with the cap that is higher
than the interest rate they pay for the loan. That way they know they collect more from the
tenants than they pay the bank.
When the property has high vacancy rate, listing brokers often show proforma (or potential)
cap instead to catch investors’ attention. Let’s use the following example to illustrate the point.
A property is listed for $1M and is 90% leased. It has gross leases with an actual gross income of
$90K/year and $30K of annual expense. Assuming the proforma income is $110K/year when it’s
100% leased at higher market rent. So 3 different listing brokers could display 3 different cap
rates for the same property:
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The first broker may use NOI (Net Operating Income) of $60K/year ($90K of gross
income less $30K of expenses) and thus the net CAP rate is 6%. This broker calculates
the cap the way it should be.
The second broker may use the gross income of $90K and so the gross CAP rate is 9%.
The third broker may want to use the proforma income of $110K to get investors’
attention and thus the proforma CAP rate is 11%!

So as an investor, you need to know what cap, e.g. net, gross or proforma the broker uses.
Otherwise you may offer too much for the property. At the same time, when you tell your
broker to look for properties with a certain cap rate, make sure the broker knows what cap rate
you have in mind.
The returns of a commercial property investment come from 4 sources: appreciation, cash flow,
i.e. cap rate, depreciation (tax writeoffs), and principal reduction from your mortgage
payments. If you invest in the “right” property, the biggest chunk of your investment return
should come from appreciation. There is often a conflict between cap rate and potential for
strong appreciation. Properties that offer potential for strong appreciation, e.g. newer
properties or ones in good location tend to have lower cap rate. On the other hand, properties
that are in poor condition, or have ground lease are much harder to sell. As a result, seller will
try to attract the buyers with a higher cap rate. If you see a property with unusually high cap
rate in California, e.g. more than 7%, you should ask yourself “what’s wrong with this
property?” Chances are you will find a compelling reason why it is so high.
Is the property with highest cap the “best” property? The short answer is no. If investment was
that simple, you would not need an investment advisor. Cap rate should be one of the various
other factors you consider whether you should invest in a property. It should not be the only
factor. Besides, you can improve the cap by






Increase the occupancy rate.
Raise the rent when the current leases expire.
Negotiate for leases with annual rent increase.
Improve the property to attract more upscale tenants.
Reduce the expenses not reimbursed by the tenants.

By doing so, you can increase the cap rate and consequently the value of your investment.
David V. Tran is the President and Chief Investment Advisor at Transmercial (formerly eFunding, Inc.), a commercial
real estate & loan brokerage company in San Jose, CA.
His website is www.transmercial.com.
He may be contacted at (408) 288-5500.
Transmercial does business in all 50 states.
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David currently offers 2 FREE real estate investment seminars/webinars:
How to invest in commercial real estate.
How to maximize cash flow with 1031 tax-deferred exchange.
David’s blog features a daily list of 10 Best Commercial Properties in 50 states.
You are welcome to share this report, unedited and in its entirety, with anyone you like. You may not remove this
text. 2007-2010 Transmercial.

Understanding Loan-to-Value Ratio (LTV) and Debt Service Coverage Rate
(DSCR)
By Michael Anders
What is a loan-to-value ratio (or LTV)?
The LTV is very important in determining the amount of capital that can be obtained to finance
a given property. LTV relates the principle portion of a mortgage to the appraised value of a
property. This LTV is very similar to collateral discounting as it serves to protect the lender’s
debt stake in the property.
LTV = Amount of Loan / Value of Property
The lender will determine an LTV value based on factors such a financial history of the business,
credit scores, length of loan, etc. After which, the lender will multiply the LTV by the appraised
property value to determine the maximum loan amount that can be given to a borrower.
Amount of Loan = Value of Property * LTV
Clearly, without other considerations the borrower benefits from a higher LTV ratio.
What is Debt Service Coverage Rate (or DSCR)?
The DSCR approaches the mortgage picture from an entirely different angle than the LTV.
Where the LTV determines the loan amount based on the value of the property, the DSCR bases
upon the cash flow of the property and/or borrower.
DSCR = Debt Service / Cash flow
The debt service is usually taken as an annual figure that includes both repayment of principle
and interest payments for a given year. Cash flow is calculated by taking adding noncash
expenses back to net income such as depreciation.
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Once again, the lender will use factors such as business credit, industry risk, etc. to call a figure
for DSCR. Usually this will be around 1.20. After which, the total debt service is calculated and
a total loan amount derived from it.
Debt Service = Cash Flow * DSCR
Without other considerations the borrower can benefit from a lower DSCR ratio, but remember
a borrower will usually feel the pain of an under calculated DSCR (Not being able to pay the
monthly mortgage!) before that of an LTV.

TV Show?
As many of you know, I have a radio program where I interview some of the best known real
estate investors in America. If you don’t know this, here is a link to the radio archive page.
So what is next? I am working on creating an online TV show. My goal is to be able to
broadcast our meetings, and then upload the video content to a YouTube channel. Don’t
worry, you won’t have to be on camera. The camera will point to the speaker mostly.
I’m not sure how long it will take me to figure out how to make this happen, but I thought I’d
let you know that it is in the works.

Social Events in December in lieu of Main Meeting
We’re planning to bookend the month of December with two Social Events, and who knows we
may throw one in the middle, rather than have a mid-month meeting. Come spend the
afternoon with us on Sunday, December 1st at the Church Brew Works from 2PM-4PM, and
then bid 2013 farewell together at the Pittsburgh First Night on December 31st. Keep an eye
out for details on where to meet downtown. I will be there until around 10PM, and then I’ll go
ring in the New Year with my family, as is our tradition.

Proposed Rule Lures Small Investors into Big Real Estate Deals
Securities and Exchange Commission - Real Estate transaction Crowdfunding
Unaccredited Investors
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The real estate investment community stands to benefit from a rule proposed by the Securities
and Exchange Commission that would permit businesses and intermediaries to take part in
equity-based crowdfunding. The novel development may eventually permit unaccredited
investors to put their money behind real estate transactions once off limits to them.
The end goal of the proposed rule is to create an outlet for unaccredited investors to pool their
money, investing in real estate projects such as apartment buildings or retail centers, according
to Jilliene Helman, founder and CEO of Realty Mogul, a crowdfunding platform for real estate
investors.
In fact, she views the proposed rules on Title III crowdfunding, which are outlined in the Jobs
Act, as game-changing in that it gives unaccredited investors the parameters for taking a stake
in this part of the economy.
"The macro change is that for the first time in 80 years they are adopting new regulations to
securities law that are going to enable more investors to get involved in offerings," Helman told
HousingWire.
Of course, specific guidelines have to be followed to ensure no one is able to get in too deep.
Those partaking in it under the proposed rules would be permitted to invest $2,000 or 5% of
their annual income or net worth – whichever is greater if both their annual income and net
worth are under $100,000, according to Helman.
If a party has annual income or net worth equal to or more than $100,000, they can invest 10%
of their annual income or net worth. For campaigns over $500,000, an independently audited
financial statement is required.
Furthermore, issuers can raise $1 million per year from unaccredited investors under the
proposed guidelines.
There is always uncertainty in something new and Helman acknowledges this, which is why
there would be clear limits for unaccredited investors.
"There is uncertainty," she said. "We need to spend 18 months to two years to make sure it’s
going to work. But I think it opens up an entirely new market to investors."
And while there are risks, that’s a fact of life in real estate investing already.
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"The SEC has limited how much a non-accredited investor can invest," Helman points out. "The
SEC has said, yes, there is risk, but we are going to limit your exposure to that risk."
The democratization of finance means that no longer are real estate companies limited in what
parties they can turn to. They can now access new types of capital, Helman explained.
The good news is real estate is still a nice area for investors in terms of cash flow, Helman says.
"We focus exclusively on investments that can generate income for our investors on a monthly
and quarterly basis," she added. "That is going to drive a lot of investors to real estate and
other classes. This new fundraising source is key to what I believe is going to be the largest
asset class for crowdfunding – which I believe is real estate."

Home Depot Tool Sale
Below is the used rental equipment that is currently for sale at the Home Depot on Ben Avon Heights
(near Camp Horne Rd). In most cases our members will receive 10% off of the listed sale price. The
direct number for tool rental is 412-630-5410 and James is the manager of the department.

Tool

Price New

Price Now

Paint sprayer high boy # 19448

$1,856.00

$545.00

Paint sprayer high boy # 19449

$1,856.00

$545.00

Mud mixing drill # 01043

$232.00

$110.00

Drain cleaner 50’ x ½” auto feed # 00255

$845.00

$399.00

Drain cleaner 50’ x ½” auto feed # 00732

$845.00

$399.00

Random orbit sander # 04280

$2,730.00

$999.00

Random orbit sander # 04449

$2,730.00

$999.00

Random orbit sander # 05790

$2,730.00

$999.00

Carpet cleaner # 41995

$1,039.00

$399.00

Carpet cleaner # 41996

$1,039.00

$399.00

Carpet cleaner # 41997

$1,039.00

$399.00

Vacuum multi purpose # 01969

$357.00

$120.00

Vacuum dry # 00148

$562.00

$150.00
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5” orbital sander # 01678

$78.00

$36.00

All tools are sold “AS IS” and are non returnable.

FINAL REMINDER - Who Wants $100 + a FREE 1 Year Membership?
We are holding a contest between now and the end of the year. What you need to do to enter
is simple. Submit a video, explaining why someone should join a real estate investment club.
Talk about why you joined, and what you get from the club. Be creative, be silly, just be
yourself. Videos should be between 30 seconds and 2 minutes long and should be emailed to
pittsburghreia@aol.com by November 30th. The winner will be revealed in the December
Newsletter.
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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